Abstract -The transport of wafers inside a multi process multi product wafer factory is a complex logistic process. In Philips' MOS-3 wafer fab this transport is carried out by a so-called Automated Guided Vehicle (AGV) system. In this paper a dynamic model is presented of the AGV system of MOS-3. The advantages of creating such a model are twofold. First of all, the model can be used to analyse the logistics, layout, algorithms and behaviour of the current AGV system. Secondly, the model gives the possibility to analyse and optimise possible changes that can be made to the AGV system in the future.
INTRODUCTION
To satisfy the ever-increasing demand for IC's, the production capacity of the MOS-3 wafer factory has been increased drastically over the years. In combination with the increasing complexity of the wafers this implies more transport moves of the AGV system. To get insight in the present capacity of the AGV system various models are described.
This paper shows a static as well as a dynamic model of the AGV system of MOS-3. Experiments are carried out in order to analyze and optimize the current AGV system. Finally conclusions and suggestions are presented.
THE LAYOUT OF THE FACTORY Figure 1. Layout of the factory
The MOS-3 factory is divided into 11 aisles. In each aisle a specific process in the cycle of producing wafers takes place. The aisles are connected to a central corridor. In this T. Smit J.E.Rooda Philips Semiconductors, University of Technology MOS-3 Nijmegen Eindhoven The Netherlands
The Netherlands corridor the AGV system is situated. The system takes care of the transport of boxes of wafers from one aisle to another by picking up boxes from an output port, in the sequel called outport, and delivering them to an automatic stocker, see Figure 1 .
The AGV system can be considered as a network of processes: stockers S , outports 0 and turn tables T. Between these processes, 4 AGVs (each can carry 3 lots) travel from outport to stocker according to predetermined routes and algorithms. Figure 2 shows the schematic layout. The static model does not take into account the dynamics of the transport system such as waiting time and nondeterministic loading of the outports by the aisles. To include these dynamics, a dynamic model is described in the next section.
A DYNAMIC MODEL
In this research the discrete simulation language X is used [ 1,2] in order to simulate the dynamic model. This guarded command language uses parallel processes. It is a powerful formalism especially designed for modeling industrial systems.
The AGV system and its surroundings are modeled as a collection of separate processes. These processes work in parallel and communicate by means of the channels that connect them. Figure 4 shows a graphical presentation of the dynamic model of the AGV system and its surroundings. Lots enter the system by generator G and after having visited all predetermined aisles leave the system at exit E. Aisles A take lots out of stockers S and deliver the lots to outports 0 when the lots have been processed. When operators can choose between two outports at which they can deliver a lot, they choose the outport belonging to their aisle. If the queue at this outport is longer than the maximum number of places at this outport and the queue at the other outport is shorter, they select the latter one.
The algorithm used for allocating lots to AGVs is the socalled nearby algorithm. When a lot is at an output station waiting for transport, the AGV which is closest to this outport and which has free load-positions picks up and delivers the lot.
are waiting for transport at outports under a predetermined maximum queue length.
Aisle modeling
The properties of the aisles and the products in the aisles decide how the AGV system is used. The processes that take place in the aisles are modeled by one conveyor. The processing and waiting times in the aisle determine the cycle time of the conveyor. The mean p and the variance isz of the cycle time are described by a gamma distribution [3] . As an example we present the results of a litho aisle, see In order to determine when new lots can be sent into the system a work-in-process (WIP) controller on outports is created. This WIP controller keeps the number of lots that Figure 8 shows the relation between the transport capacity and the waiting time for lots. The heavier the transport system is loaded, the longer lots have to wait at outports before they are picked up.
When comparing the maximum transport capacity between reality and the model it appears that the model operates at about 25 percent higher transport capacity. This difference is mainly due to the absence of downtimes of AGVs and stockers in the model. Despite this difference, the model can be used very well for analysing and comparing different situations.
EXPERIMENTS DYNAMIC MODEL

Determining the bottleneck current situation
The bottleneck outport is determined by removing the WIP controller and looking at the outport at which the lots are piled up, see Figures 9 and 10. 
Variable number of AGVs
Simulation experiments have been carried out with different numbers of AGVs in the system to determine the influence on the transport capacity, see Figure 9 . The figure shows that adding one extra AGV will increase the transport capacity of the system considerably. Adding more than one extra AGV will not lead too much better results. How more crowed the system becomes with AGVs how more often the AGVs will hinder each other. Reversed travelling direction Figure 10 shows that the transport capacity will decrease drastically when the driving direction of the AGVs is reversed. This decrease is among others due to longer travelling times. The dynamic simulations of the AGV system of show that the model is a very useful tool in helping to understand the behaviour of the current internal transport system of MOS-3. Besides analyzing the current system, the model is used to analyze and optimize possible changes in the future in order to increase the transport capacity of the system.
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